
 

 

Taking Stock:  
Companies and the Markets That Make Them 

 
 
GRADE LEVEL: 9-12 
 
TOPIC/SUBJECT MATTER: Economics, World History 
 
TIME ALLOTMENT: Two 45-minute class periods 
 
OVERVIEW: 
 
In this media-enhanced lesson utilizing clips from the PBS series THE ASCENT OF MONEY, 
students will be introduced to the concepts of companies, the ownership shares offered by 
some companies to increase capital and distribute profits and risks, and the stock markets in 
which such shares are publicly traded as investments.  
 
In an Introductory Activity, students will identify and describe the familiar companies which 
constitute today’s Dow Jones Industrial Average—the world’s primary index of stock 
performance. In the Learning Activities, students will explore the origins of companies and stock 
markets in 17th century Holland, learn about basic dynamics of “bull” and “bear” markets, and 
test their own investment savvy in an interactive stock market simulation. As a Culminating 
Activity, students will be asked to research the history and performance of one of the Dow 
Jones Industrial Average companies they identified in the Introductory Activity. 
 
Ideally, this lesson will be integrated into a unit on basic economics covering the concepts of 
companies, stocks, stock markets, and the laws of supply and demand. 
  
 
MEDIA RESOURCES: 
Video 
Available on The Ascent of Money website 
Clip 1: Birth of the Stock Market 
Clip 2: Shock Markets 
 
Websites: 
 
“Play the Market” 
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/stockmarket/virtual.html 
A PBS-produced interactive simulation of stock investing. 
 
“Dow Jones Industrial Average Timeline” 
http://www.stockcharts.com/charts/historical/images2/DJIA1900.gif 
A chart of Dow Jones Industrial Average’s performance throughout the 20th century.   
 
 



 

 

STANDARDS: 
 
National Standards for Economics 
(Available at http://www.councilforeconed.org/ea/standards/) 

Standard 7: Markets - Price and Quantity Determination 
Markets exist when buyers and sellers interact. This interaction determines market 
prices and thereby allocates scarce goods and services. 

Standard 8: Role of Price in Market System 
Prices send signals and provide incentives to buyers and sellers. When supply or 
demand changes, market prices adjust, affecting incentives.  

Standard 14: Profit and the Entrepreneur 
Entrepreneurs are people who take the risks of organizing productive resources to make 
goods and services. Profit is an important incentive that leads entrepreneurs to accept 
the risks of business failure. 

National Standards for History 
World 5-12 Standards  
(Available at http://nchs.ucla.edu/standards/)  
 
Era 6 - The Emergence of the First Global Age, 1450-1770  
 
Standard 1  
How the transoceanic interlinking of all major regions of the world from 1450 to 1600 led to 
global transformations.  
 
Standard 2  
How European society experienced political, economic, and cultural transformations in an age of 
global intercommunication, 1450-1750.   
 
 
MATERIALS: 
For the class: 

• Computer with internet access and audiovisual projection system 
• “Taking Stock” Student Organizer Answer Key (download here) 

For each group: 
• Computer with internet access 

For each student: 
• “Taking Stock” Student Organizer (download here) 

 
 
OBJECTIVES:  
Students will be able to: 



 

 

• Define and describe the thirty companies whose collective performance constitutes the 
Dow Jones Industrial Average. 

• Explain the reasons behind the emergence of the world’s first publicly traded company 
and stock market. 

• Describe the process by which overvalued markets can “crash” and cite examples from 
recent history. 

• Define key terminology related to companies, stocks, and stock markets. 
 
 
PREP FOR TEACHERS: 
Prior to teaching this lesson, you will need to: 

• Preview all of the video segments and websites used in the lesson. 
• Download the video clips used in the lesson to your classroom computer, or prepare to 

watch them using your classroom’s Internet connection. 
• Bookmark the websites used in the lesson on each computer in your classroom. Using a 

social bookmarking tool such as del.icio.us or diigo (or an online bookmarking utility 
such as portaportal) will allow you to organize all the links in a central location. 

 
 
INTRODUCTORY ACTIVITY 
 
1. Distribute a copy of the “Taking Stock” Student Organizer to each student. Starting at the 
top, ask the class which larger industry each company is part of—i.e. what type of goods it 
produces or services it offers. Have students note each correct response on their organizers, 
and search online for unfamiliar companies.  
 
2. Once the class has completed the organizer, inform them that the economic performance of 
these thirty companies are used to determine the Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA)—the 
most commonly used index of the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE). Explain that the NYSE—
where shares in these thirty companies are publicly traded among investors—is the world’s 
largest stock market. Because their various industries span most forms of activity in our 
economy, these thirty companies’ performance is used as a benchmark for determining the 
relative health of the stock exchange as a whole and the economy more generally. Explain that 
when people refer to the stock market being “up” or “down,” they are generally referring to the 
DJIA.     
 
3. Explain to students that in the course of this lesson they will be learning more about 
companies, stocks, and the stock market through clips from the PBS series THE ASCENT OF 
MONEY, hosted by Professor Niall Ferguson. 
 
 
LEARNING ACTIVITES 
 
1. Explain that companies generally start as a vision of one or more “entrepreneurs”—
resourceful and enterprising individuals who often have little aside from a “business model”—
i.e. an innovative plan for producing profits. Tell students that they will now be watching a 
video clip about the world’s first true company. Provide a FOCUS question by asking: What was 
the Dutch spice merchants’ entrepreneurial business model in the late 17th century? PLAY CLIP 



 

 

1, “Birth of the Stock Market.” PAUSE about 40 seconds into the clip, after Ferguson says “The 
Dutch plan was to fetch them the longer but quicker way—by sea.” 
 
2. Review the focus question: What was the Dutch spice merchants’ entrepreneurial business 
model in the late 17th century? (Rather then bringing the spices from Asia overland, they would 
ship them by sea.) Explain that many ambitious business models like this one require capital 
resources—generally cash or credit—beyond those of individual entrepreneurs. Provide students 
with a FOCUS for the next part of the clip by asking them why these spice traders found it 
necessary to pool their resources and form partnership companies. RESUME playing CLIP 1. 
PAUSE after about one minute, after Ferguson says “The result was around six fledgling East 
India enterprises.” 
 
3. Review the focus question: Why did Dutch spice traders find it necessary to pool their 
resources and form partnership companies? (The sea voyage to and from the spice producing 
regions of Asia was so prolonged and dangerous that the expense and risk of such voyages had 
to be shared among the merchants.) Explain that a basic principle of joint ownership in a 
company is that both profits and risks are pooled and shared by all partners.  
 
4. Ask students if anyone knows what an “IPO” is. (IPO is an acronym for “Initial Public 
Offering,” referring to a company’s first offering of “stock” to the general public.) Ask students 
what “stocks” are. (Stocks are ownership shares of a company sold by that company.) Ask 
students why they think a company’s original partners would want to share ownership with 
additional shareholders? (The potentially unlimited capital raised by the sale of stock allows a 
company to expand its business beyond the limited resources of the original partners.) Provide 
a FOCUS for the remainder for the clip by asking how the world’s first true stock market came 
into existence. RESUME playing Clip 1 through to the end. 
 
5. Review the focus question: How did the world’s first true stock market came into existence? 
(After an offering to the general population of shares—the first “IPO”—the newly consolidated 
United Dutch East India Chartered Company declared that these shares could not be returned 
to the company for a refund, but only sold to another investor. The brisk market for these 
highly profitable shares became the world’s first stock market.) Ask students if they are familiar 
with the laws of supply and demand to which Ferguson refers at the end of the clip. (Accept all 
answers.) Explain that it is an economic model which concludes that in a competitive market, 
price fluctuates to equalize the quantity demanded by consumers and supplied by producers, 
resulting in an economic equilibrium.  
 
6. Asks students if they think that the law of supply and demand guarantees a stable market? 
(Accept all answers.) Provide students with a FOCUS question for the next video clip by asking: 
Who coined the term “irrational exuberance” and what does it mean? 
PLAY Clip 2: “Shock Markets.” Review the focus question: Who coined the term “irrational 
exuberance” and what does it mean? (Former Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan 
coined the term to describe the “collective euphoria” and unwarranted optimism that investors 
often demonstrate when they invest in the ultimately unpredictable stock market.) Explain that 
history has shown time and again that investors seeking to profit from a strong—or “bull” 
market—often ignore signs that the stocks they’re buying have become overvalued. A key 
principle of investing is to “buy low and sell high,” but when all prices are rising it can be 
difficult to know exactly what “low” and “high” prices are. Moreover, when investors sell stocks 



 

 

which they think have peaked in value, it can spark a “sell-off” which, if widespread enough, 
can trigger a weak “bear” market.   
 
7. Divide students into groups of 4-5. Have each group log on to “Play the Market” 
(http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/stockmarket/virtual.html) and tell them to click “Trade 
Traditional Stocks” in the bottom right corner of the window to start the game. Explain that 
each group will assemble their own collection of investments—or “portfolio”—from some 
combination of the four imaginary stocks offered. They can then modify this portfolio according 
to market changes they will learn about by clicking on the “News Flash” button in each 2 week 
turn of the 16 week simulation. Also point out that each group is also free to keep some or all 
funds in the “bank” at 4% interest rather than purchasing stocks. Explain that the point of the 
exercise is to increase the value of one’s portfolio as much as possible. Allow 20 minutes for the 
groups to play through the simulation. 
 
8. Ask each group to share the simulation’s final evaluation of their portfolio performance 
(found by clicking the “Evaluation” button on the simulation’s last screen). Which group 
performed best, and why? Which group performed worst, and why? Would any group have 
been better off keeping all their money in the bank? Did any group invest heavily in 
YeeeeeHaw.com when it was performing well, only to see the value of their stock plummet later 
on? Explain that similarly high expectations of unproven technology stocks fueled the “dot-com 
boom” of the late 1990s, when Mr. Greenspan made his famous observation that investors were 
deluding themselves through “irrational exuberance.” Explain that as with the simulation’s 
fictional YeeeeeHaw.com stock, many real technology stocks plummeted in the “dot-com crash” 
around the turn of the 21st century.  
 
9. Explain that the stock market crash of September 2008 and the ensuing financial crisis—
largely based on overvalued real estate investments—dwarfed the dot.com crash. Many experts 
are in fact comparing it to the crisis of October 1929 that precipitated the Great Depression of 
the 1930s. Explain that while the stock market fluctuates minute to minute and day to day, 
broad trends can be discerned over time.  
 
10. Have each group to log onto the “Dow Jones Industrial Average Timeline” 
(http://www.stockcharts.com/charts/historical/images2/DJIA1900.gif), which depicts the Dow 
Jones Industrial Average’s performance over the past century. What general trend can be 
discerned? (Overall growth over time; periods of fast growth interspersed with periods of 
relative stagnation.) Ask if anyone can make a correlation between a major event or period in 
history and significant gains or losses in the market? How, for instance, did the market respond 
to the December 1941 attack on Pearl Harbor, and the string of Allied defeats which followed? 
What about the 1973-4 Arab Oil Embargo? The terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001? During 
which presidential administrations did the stock market climb? During which did it fall?  
 
 
CULMINATING ACTIVITY 
   
1. As homework, assign each student in the class to write a brief research report on one of the 
companies listed on the “Taking Stock” Student Organizer. Important questions to be addressed 
should include: What was the original business model of the company’s entrepreneurial 
founders? How much time passed from the company’s creation to its IPO, and why was an IPO 



 

 

necessary? When was it chosen to become on of the thirty companies which determine the Dow 
Jones Industrial Average? How has the company’s stock performed throughout its history? Has 
it been affected by current events in the past ten years?  
 
2. During the next class period, have students divide into their previously established groups of 
4-5 and present their findings to each other. Within each group, have certain companies 
prospered while others have suffered? Have certain events affected some companies more than 
others?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

TAKING STOCK 
Student Organizer (Answer Key) 

Company   Industry/Products 

3M Office and industrial products 

Alcoa Metals 

American Express Consumer finance 

AT&T Telecommunications 

Bank of America Banking 

Boeing Aerospace and defense 

Caterpillar Construction and mining equipment 

Chevron Corporation Oil and gas 

Cisco Systems Computer networking 

Coca-Cola Beverages 

DuPont Chemical products  

ExxonMobil Oil & gas 

General Electric Multinational conglomerate 

Hewlett-Packard Computers and peripherals  

The Home Depot Home improvement 

Intel Semiconductors and microchips 

IBM Computer services 

Johnson & Johnson Pharmaceuticals 

JPMorgan Chase Banking 

Kraft Foods Food processing 

McDonald's Food service 

Merck Pharmaceuticals 

Microsoft Software 

Pfizer Pharmaceuticals 

Procter & Gamble Non-durable household products 

Travelers Insurance 

United Technologies Corporation Aerospace, heating/cooling, elevators 

Verizon Communications Telecommunications 

Wal-Mart Discount retail 

Walt Disney Broadcasting and entertainment 

 



 

 

TAKING STOCK 

Student Organizer 

Company   Industry/Products 

3M  

Alcoa  

American Express  

AT&T  

Bank of America  

Boeing  

Caterpillar  

Chevron Corporation  

Cisco Systems  

Coca-Cola  

DuPont  

ExxonMobil  

General Electric  

Hewlett-Packard  

The Home Depot  

Intel  

IBM  

Johnson & Johnson  

JPMorgan Chase  

Kraft Foods  

McDonald's  

Merck  

Microsoft  

Pfizer  

Procter & Gamble  

Travelers  

United Technologies 
Corporation  

Verizon Communications  

Wal-Mart  

Walt Disney  

 


